The Higher Awareness Lifestyle
Testimonials Autumn HAL Basic Class 2017

R.J.A., Montreal, Quebec, Canada wrote to the evaluation questionnaire:
1. How was the overall experience of the progression work in the class?
The experience was good. The written materials and the videos helped me a lot to go back when needed to
understand and practice the exercises in my daily life. Also, the exchange of experiences between the friends
opened my mind to other point of view.
2. How would you describe the personal gain you got from the class?
I felt improvement in my daily life and I’m still going. I feel the need to go faster by changing my habits and
programations. I know that the awakening is a long process. Many decisions had to be taken to make the
transformation and all depend on me.
3. Any recommendations for future students?
Stay open and be the All. Do not limit yourself!
Y.O., Brighton, UK wrote to the evaluation questionnaire:
1. How was the overall experience of the progression work in the class?
I enjoyed very much being part of the class, witnessing other students’ process and sharing my own process
in a safe holding. Randi’s feedback was very helpful in guiding us to re-align with our inner core or dive deeper
to release the stuckness. It was amazing to see sometimes that whatever we were going through was
reflected in others own experience, which showed a connection at a deeper level, as if our templates
recalibrated us to work with that specific issue we were all going through at that specific time.
2. How would you describe the personal gain you got from the class?
Personally, I learned a lot from the sharing done in the class and from Randi’s tailored advice to each one of
us. I found the classes energizing. Randi’s very skilled space-holding helped me reconnect to my inner
knowing at a deeper level.
3. Any recommendations for future students?
If you're ready to face all your fears, to discover who you are, to go deep within yourself and reclaim your
power, then this is the perfect place to start as it will set you on the progression path to remember who you
are.
K.M., London, UK wrote to the evaluation questionnaire:
1. How was the overall experience of the progression work in the class?
It is great to have a forum with other people that are going through similar experiences and have shared
goals, something that is so missing from my daily life. Great to have the input from Randi every week and
there is never a dull moment, each week is different, each week is a learning process.
2. How would you describe the personal gain you got from the class?
It kept me on my toes, gave me inspiration, kicked me in the butt, gave me confirmation for little things that
had happened during the week that I had not become fully conscious of, that happened so many times….,
gave me hope to keep going, not give up.
3. Any recommendations for future students?
Just sign up for it, do not miss out on this. It is worth it.
E.M., Clear Spring, MD, United States wrote to the evaluation questionnaire:
1. How was the overall experience of the progression work in the class?
When I began the class, I was experiencing harvesting and interference which within a month I could
recognize and feel what was happening within my system... so...I began progressing using the energy
exercises, clearing parasites, blocks and implants. The overall experience was steady progression.
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2. How would you describe the personal gain you got from the class?
Once I was able to cleanse my energy system, it began to talk to me. I have progressed to be efficient and
quite fearless in my daily routine of cleansing and clearing using the given tools and the experience and
knowledge of Randi. In class we would each take turns to discuss what was happening with our progression
and she would point us in the direction of how to work through it and progress. We were amplified through
each class... I gained the awakening of how to work with my energy system and progressed using my
conscience. I can now produce and expand energy by feeling the energy force without the use of color,
shapes or chakras.... and this lead to experimentation with my holographic form...making my own exercises
which work well with my own energy system....
3. Any recommendations for future students?
This class will open up to a new view of everything and everyone....You will grow and progress. Your
conscience will lead you to new levels of progression. If you take the class - never stop the work. If you skip
your cleansing or fall off the diet...just go back and analyze why and work through it. This is a journey...Don't
let others stop or interfere with your work. Discussing the work with others outside the class will decrease
your energy and will pull you down. When you learn to practice your energy work around others this will
help with the expansion of your conscience. If you are considering taking the class, be diligent and apply the
knowledge you are given, cleanse and repeat the exercises. Be patient and you will feel the lift as the classes
progress. Experiment and share with the class. Record the classes and be very honest with yourself and the
others in your class. Now I am journeying on to a new class with Randi. There is so much to learn and I am
evolving and progressing my energy system...
A.S. Mainz, Germany wrote to the evaluation questionnaire:
1. How was the overall experience of the progression work in the class?
The overall experience has been I would say “life changing”. Until the moment I discovered Randi´s work on
YouTube and in her books, I hadn’t found any one “system” that was convincing and so like many others had
been trying many things and doing some intuitively but never committed to anything. The minute I heard
Randi´s voice and her message (and because of some synchronicities) I knew that I wanted to know more
and was willing to go for it full on. The class provides a frame work to do the “work” in and gives a great
chance for exchange of one´s own progress as well as hearing how others are doing which is very supportive
as the class seems to have many different aspects of the same thing so that one can get a better
understanding of one´s own issues that come up as the work progresses
2. How would you describe the personal gain you got from the class?
Personally, the fact that one has a weekly class is a great motivation and provides a lot of focus which can be
very difficult on your own. Also, the energy of the classes lifted everyone always and so you as a participant
one can feel the difference in this energy and in this way each time a class takes place it gets easier to get a
more expanded awareness and sense of oneself. Randi is an amazing “teacher” in that she can adjust the
information to each person according to where they are in their development which is very gratifying and
gives a sense of ease so that one isn’t overwhelmed. Personally, I gained a lot of confidence in myself and
my emerging abilities
3. Any recommendations for future students?
I would say I wish everyone would join these classes that has the desire to grow in consciousness and
progress. It’s a definite game changer. I would without hesitation recommend this to everyone that has this
inclination to go forward. Randi has a comprehensive body of work, several books and much more and is
clearly qualified beyond a doubt to be giving this information. I am very grateful to have taken the step to be
here where I am NOW and will continue to do this work it has become an integral part of my life and is always
growing and expanding through the fields of possibilities!
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